PRESS RELEASE
SPORTS BETTING REPORT PROVIDES A FACTUAL BASE TO INFORM THE COMMERCIAL AND
INTEGRITY DEBATE
Brussels and London, 15 September 2014: In the week when Ministers from around 50 countries
are expected to sign a new match-fixing Convention in Switzerland, the regulated betting industry,
represented by the ABB, EGBA, ESSA and RGA has published a report entitled Sports Betting:
Commercial and Integrity Issues to help inform the wider debate. The author Jason Foley-Train
updates the 2010 report he produced while on secondment (to the betting industry) from the UK
Department for Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) to explore not just match-fixing but the
associated commercial and integrity matters that have gained prominence in the interim period.
The report is a comprehensive and evidence-based resource and analysis that provides a vital insight
into the important symbiotic commercial and integrity relationship between the sporting and betting
sectors. It also highlights how the growing global sports betting market has led policymakers within
national and transnational institutions to be drawn into a complex commercial and integrity debate.
Key findings from the report include:












Sports betting rights are not an effective mechanism for financial distribution to sport and
do not improve integrity.
Highlights that a report by the Asser Institute for the European Commission has widely
criticised the “right to consent to bets” model, detailing numerous practical and operational
flaws in the system, along with a number of important legal obstacles within the EU.
The mutually beneficial commercial association between betting and sport has continued to
grow with sponsorship and advertising becoming a significant source of funding for sport.
Regulated operators continue to invest significantly in sports broadcasts both in land-based
facilities and through new interactive streaming channels as a means to support new betting
product innovations and to create greater interaction and engagement with their customers.
Sports bodies are also achieving payments from licensing specialised data companies which
are then selling real-time data, sports information and statistics to regulated betting
operators to inform and drive the growing market in live (in-play) betting on sporting events.
Assertions that the opening of gambling markets to competition involving regulated private
operators will lead to a reduction in lottery revenues and thereby money allocated to good
causes does not appear to be corroborated by the evidence of a number of markets.
An increasing amount of independent research shows that corrupters primarily seek to
defraud unregulated operators and utilise mainstream betting products with high levels of
market liquidity to try and mask their illicit activities, rather than new betting products.







The proposal that new markets, such as in-play betting, offered by regulated operators
should be restricted or prohibited on sporting integrity grounds does not, given the weight
of independent data, appear to be a policy generated from any firm evidence base.
Defrauding regulated betting operators is fraught with significant difficulties; sophisticated
detection and consumer identification systems, restricted stakes, markets closed and bets
voided in suspicious cases, mean that there is limited scope for large-scale profit.
Significant governance issues remain concerning the enforcement of sporting rules and
sanctions, corruption within sport itself, along with a widespread lack of player salary
payments which is allowing organised crime to exploit the financial vulnerabilities of players.

Clive Hawkswood, RGA Chief Executive, stated that: “Unfortunately the sports betting integrity
debate is too often driven by either the ill informed or those looking to gain a commercial
advantage. I very much hope that this report will go a long way towards educating opinion formers
of the facts of the situation, strengthening their knowledge base and ultimately providing a
foundation for progress.”
Khalid Ali, ESSA Secretary General, stated that: “The report corroborates much of what the regulated
betting sector has been advancing for over a decade; attacks on the integrity of sport are principally
directed by organized criminal groups seeking to exploit the vulnerabilities of sports’ own
participants often from poor governance. Regulated betting operates are actually the potential
victims of such fraud, immediately questioning the rationale behind the ‘sports right’ approach,
which has been widely criticised in a recent report for the European Commission as being inefficient
and having numerous practical and operational flaws, along with a number of legal obstacles within
the EU.”

Notes to editors
Jason Foley-Train: An independent gambling consultant specialising in commercial and integrity
issues around sports betting. He was previously Head of Communications at the Remote Gambling
Association (RGA) and before that a UK Government Policy Adviser on international sport and
gambling (including the development of the UK Gambling Act 2005), representing the UK at
associated EU and Council of Europe events. He can be contacted via jfoleytrain@hotmail.co.uk or
07552627958.
ABB: The Association of British Bookmakers was formed in 2002 and is the UK's leading trade
association for off-course bookmakers. Together its members operate around 7,000 betting shops
and 80% of the market. The ABB's objective is to help create and sustain conditions in which socially
responsible British bookmakers can compete and prosper.
EGBA: The EGBA is an association of leading European gaming and betting operators Bet-athome.com, BetClic, bwinparty, Digibet, Expekt, and Unibet. The Gibraltar Betting and Gaming
Association (GBGA) is an affiliate member of EGBA. EGBA is a Brussels-based non-profit association.
It promotes the right of private gaming and betting operators that are regulated and licensed in one
Member State to a fair market access throughout the European Union. Online gaming and betting is
a fast growing market, but will remain for the next decades a limited part of the overall European

gaming market in which the traditional land based offer is expected to grow from € 79.7 Billion GGR
in 2012 to € 83 Billion GGR in 2015, thus keeping the lion’s share with 85% of the market. Source: H2
Gambling Capital, September 2013.www.egba.eu
For more information, please contact: Maarten Haijer, Secretary General of EGBA: +32 2 554 08 90,
egba@egba.eu
About ESSA
ESSA was established in 2005 by the leading online sports book operators in Europe to monitor any
irregular betting patterns or possible insider betting from within each sport. To achieve this goal
ESSA implemented an early warning system between its members that highlights any suspicious
betting activity. The Early Warning System allows ESSA to work with the sports regulators and their
disciplinary and legal department, ensuring that when an alert is given the regulator is informed
immediately which may prevent the possibility of any game manipulation on a given event.
So far, ESSA has signed a Memorandum of Understanding with FIFA, The FA, DFB, ATP, ITF, WTA and
has established close relations with the IOC and many other sports regulators. ESSA also has
information sharing agreements with a number of regulatory bodies such as the UK Gambling
Commission, the Gibraltar Gambling Commissioner and the Malta Lotteries and Gaming Authority.
ESSA members include: the ABB, Bet365, Betclic, Bet-at-Home, Betsson, BetVictor, bwinparty,
Digibet, Expekt, the Hong Kong Jockey Club, Interwetten, Ladbrokes, Paddy Power, Stanleybet,
Unibet and William Hill. For more information please go to www.eu-ssa.org or visit our Twitter page.
RGA: The RGA is the largest online gambling trade association in the world representing the largest
licensed and stock market-listed remote gambling operators and software providers. Further
information and a full list of members can be found at www.rga.eu.com
For further information or comment please contact Brian Wright, RGA Director of Business +44 (0)
20 3585 1241.

